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A Commensalist Architecture
As architects we hold a great amount of power, because we are the creators. Not only are we creators of structures or enclosures, but also of space, experiences, interactions, and one could even say creators of everyday life. We are responsible for creating comfortable living, working, and public spaces. We can dictate how someone will circulate through buildings and experience spaces. We can even create different interactions between people and with people and the natural environment. But with great power comes great responsibility. We have to be completely aware of social, cultural, contextual, and sustainable ideas that affect our concept or design. In my opinion, some architecture has forgotten this and we are just designing to design and constructing just to construct.

I believe that architecture should incite exploration, discussion, and interactions; exploration of a concept as well as exploration of the structure itself, discussion based on ideas and personal readings, and interactions between people as well as rekindle an interaction and relationship with the natural environment and forgotten structures. Conceptual architecture has been replaced by pragmatic architecture. As technology becomes more and more prevalent in our everyday lives, our connection to nature becomes strained. There was a time in the history of architecture where we could not make complex connections or interventions with nature; but that time is over. I believe that architecture should use these newfound technologies to enhance the natural landscape and reconnect architecture with nature and those forgotten buildings.

These technologies should also be pushed to their "max". They have given us the ability to build thousands of feet in the air, why can’t they be used to create an architecture of relationships. I would like to explore connections to the forgotten world that can be made possible through the use of technology, the rearranging of ideas, and the exploration of concepts. In my opinion there are several approaches that can be taken to re-establish a connection to architecture of the past, but I would like to explore a solution that can be used in any type, form, and programmatic structure.

These historic and forgotten structures remind us of our past, and where we came from. They symbolize a point in our country’s history that helped shape the area. In many cases these structures are shining examples of different styles of architecture that have been left behind. These structures create opportunities for the environment and architectural relationships to emerge that I feel is missing today.
Throughout our country’s history there has been a continuous cycle of “builds” and “busts”. Our country will go through a period of prosperity and growth which is directly followed by a period of recession or misfortune brought on by financial issues, natural disasters, or tragedies. These misfortunes can leave buildings vacant, unfinished, or in need of restoration or renovation. In some cases these buildings were iconic structures of their time. For most of these buildings they will never get the opportunity to be used again or showcase their role in history. Our society has a habit of demolishing buildings that are deemed “unnecessary” or “useless”. Why can’t we use these structures for the greater good?

Tom F. Peters, in An American Culture of Construction, describes architecture of the United States as lacking tradition. He goes on to say that this is what give our architecture its endless possibilities. I agree, but also feel that by ignoring tradition and our country’s revolutionary history, we lose parts that make us what we are to today. Instead of throwing aside tradition for modernization or vice versa, why don’t we use our unique views, techniques, and technologies to merge the two, to protect the old with the new or vice versa. And in this process create spaces that can bring its inhabitants to appreciate where we’ve come from and where we’re going.
I propose to design a structure that will serve to not only create a new space, but also protect, enhance, and revitalize a forgotten structure of old. Through the ideas of commensalism, transference, complicity, coupling, cutting, enjambments, and coverings I will explore different techniques solve the above stated problem. Through these explorations, I hope to use a variety of techniques that can be used to revitalize, protect, and even enhance different structures. I will revitalize a specific forgotten structure using my own architectural aesthetic and understanding of the site and techniques to not only benefit the building, the surrounding area, but also the community.
Asbury Park, NJ

History

Background

Back in 1869, the land of Asbury Park was only beachfront and forest. A developer by the name of James A. Bradley changed the future of Asbury Park when he purchased the land while vacationing in nearby Ocean Grove. Recognizing the potential of the land, on January 24, 1871, Bradley acquired 500 acres for approximately $90,000.00. He named the town Asbury Park after the founder of Methodism in America: Francis Asbury. Bradley made plans for a wooden walkway for strolling along the shore. He offered only expansive residential lots for building, resulting in large Victorian “summer” homes.

Since Bradley had traveled throughout Europe, his architectural vision for Asbury Park gave the town an old world feeling that was unique and pleasing to the eye. The first hotel in Asbury Park, the Lake View, was opened in 1873. A year later, in 1874, Asbury Park’s first post office opened. Bradley was the town’s first postmaster. By 1877 there were several hotels to accommodate the large groups of vacationers flooding the area. The largest was the Coleman House, occupying an entire city block. To solve the problem of vacationers getting to various points in town, in 1885 a trolley system was installed. What made this trolley special was that it was the second electric system in the United States - trolleys were previously horse drawn. By 1890, the city of Asbury Park had enough hotels to accommodate several thousand guests. The town was known throughout the country as a beautiful seaside resort destination. Bradley sold the boardwalk in 1903 to the city, and rapid development followed. Soon after, grand structures such as the Casino, Esplanade & 7th Avenue Pavilion rose to prominence. The Cookman Avenue shopping area boomed, attracting both locals and vacationers alike. The major Nor-easter of 1923 devastated many of Asbury’s beloved structures.

To rejuvenate the town, several new structures were built, including the massive Berkeley Carteret Hotel, a new Casino and Convention Hall. The same firm who completed New York City’s jewel - Grand Central Station, designed both the casino and Convention Hall. By the 1930’s, Asbury Park was the hottest town on the Jersey Shore. There were amusements on the boardwalk and big bands playing the various pavilions. Bud Abbott & Lou Costello preformed at Convention Hall, as well as other top acts of the day. The big lifestyle changes of the post war years started a slow and steady decline in Asbury Park. The shopping district of Cookman Avenue was affected by strip malls sprouting up in the surrounding suburbs. As people prospered, air travel and vacations far from home became the norm.

By the 1970’s, Asbury Park was in serious need of urban renewal. The town that had inspired many songs of the legendary Bruce Springsteen, who often played the seaside bar scene, was rapidly turning to a no-mans land of poverty and urban blight. Many plans for renewal throughout the years ended due to lack of funds and political corruption. However, today Asbury Park has new hope in the massive re-development operation taking place. In the last few years, millions of dollars have been invested in new housing, infrastructure and rejuvenation of the boardwalk. A thriving art and restaurant scene is once again evident on Cookman Avenue and elsewhere. And, if you are lucky, you still may catch The Boss at The Stone Pony, singing about Madam Marie and the other heroes that made Asbury Park great in the first place.
Greetings from Asbury Park, N.J.
Music

Musicians and bands with strong ties to Asbury Park, many of whom frequently played clubs there on their way to fame, include Fury of Five, The Gaslight Anthem, Clarence Clemons, the E Street Band, Jon Bon Jovi, Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes, Patti Smith, Arthur Pryor, Count Basie, The Clash, U.S. Chaos, Johnny Thunders, The Ramones, The Exploited, Charged GBH, Marty Munsch, Gary U.S. Bonds, along with many more. Asbury Park is considered a destination for musicians, particularly a subgenre of rock and roll known as the Jersey Shore sound, which is infused with R&B. It is home to The Stone Pony, founded in 1974, a starting point for many performers. Smaller venues are Asbury Lanes and The Saint, which bring original, live music to the Jersey Shore. Asbury Park Convention Hall holds larger events.

In 1973 Bruce Springsteen released his debut album Greetings from Asbury Park, N.J.. On his follow-up album, The Wild, the Innocent and the E Street Shuffle, one of the songs is entitled "4th of July, Asbury Park (Sandy)". Several books chronicle the early years of Springsteen's career in Asbury Park. Daniel Wolff’s 4 July Asbury Park examines the social, political and cultural history of the city with a special emphasis on the part that music played in the city’s development, culminating in Springsteen. Beyond the Palace by Gary Wien is a comprehensive look at the local music scene that Springsteen emerged from, and includes many photographs of musicians and clubs. Against the backdrop of the fading resort, Alex Austin’s novel The Red Album of Asbury Park tracks a young rock musician pursuing his dream in the late 60s/early 70s, with Springsteen as a potent but as yet unknown rival.

The Golden T-Bird Awards were established in 1993 by Scott Stamper and Pete Mantas to recognize and support significant contributions and achievements of local and regional participants in the music industry. The name of the awards was changed to the Asbury Music Awards in 1995. The award ceremony is held in November of each year, most recently at the Stone Pony. The New Jersey Music Hall of Fame was founded in Asbury Park in 2005. There are plans to build a museum somewhere in the city as part of the redevelopment. The Wave Gathering Music Festival was established in 2006. The festival is held during the summer. Businesses across Asbury Park offer food, drink, art, music, crafts, and their stages for performances. Stages are also set up in parks, on the boardwalk, and in other open spaces. The event takes place over several days.

In 2003, actor Robert Pastorelli founded the Garden State Film Festival, which draws over 30,000 visitors to Asbury Park each spring for a four-day event including screenings of 150 features, documentaries, shorts and videos, concerts, lectures and workshops for filmmakers. In 2012, a film industry exposition will be held for the first time in Convention Hall during the Festival. The Bamboozle Music Festival was held in Asbury Park in 2003, 2004, and 2005. The festival returned to its original location for the ten-year anniversary in 2012, headlined by My Chemical Romance, Foo Fighters, and Bon Jovi, drawing over 90,000 people to the city over the three-day span in which it was held. On October 30, 2010, the largest gathering of zombies was achieved by the 4,093 participants in New Jersey Zombie Walk at the Asbury Park Boardwalk. In the song "At Long Last Love", Frank Sinatra sings, "Is it Granada I see, or only Asbury Park?"
**Historic Architecture Sites**

On Cookman Avenue, at the heart of the business center, is the Steinbach building, which was once the home of one of the City’s first department stores. The building was constructed in 1897, enlarged in 1912, and a fifth floor added in 1920. The building had been vacant since the early 1980’s and was seriously damaged by fire in 1989. The building is listed on the State and National Registers of Historic Places. The Steinbach building was (and remains) the most significant building relevant to the commercial development and viability of the Central Business District. The structure was the largest department store in Monmouth County before 1930 and was advertised as the world’s largest resort department store. It drew shoppers from all over Monmouth County and the anchor for all of the smaller retail shops along Cookman Avenue.

Alterations over the years. The location of these five original bank buildings at or near prominent corners in the downtown makes them appropriate focal points of this district.

Adjacent to the Steinbach building, across Emory Street, is the Byram building (1885; additions 1916). This building was once used as the summer office of President Woodrow Wilson and is one of the first banks established in Asbury Park. The Byram Building (601-603 Mattison Avenue), the Asbury Park & Ocean Grove Bank (308 Main Street), the First National Bank (701-705 Mattison Avenue), Merchants National Bank (649 Mattison Avenue) and Seacoast Trust (572-576 Cookman Avenue) represent the five original bank buildings in Asbury Park, all of which were constructed in the first or second decade of the Twentieth Century. Most of these buildings have had some alterations over the years. The location of these five original bank buildings at or near prominent corners in the downtown makes them appropriate focal points of this district.

Next to the Byram building is the Asbury Park Press building (1916; addition 1930), which was home to the county’s largest newspaper, The Asbury Park Press, for over 80 years. First known as the Shore Press, the Asbury Park Press was founded in 1879 by Dr. Hugh Kinmount and A.L. Thomas. J. Lyle Kinmouth, nephew of the doctor, became its owner in 1895. This building is among the best preserved commercial buildings in downtown Asbury Park, and is a good local example of a Neoclassical Revival facade applied to an office block of moderate size. The Winsor building was constructed in 1904 by Henry C. Winsor, President of the Asbury Park & Ocean Grove Bank. When surveyed in 1980, the Winsor building was considered an excellent example of a well designed investment property of the early 1900 period with typical business stores on the first floor and apartments on the second floor.

The Asbury Park Post Office is located on the west side of Main Street between Bangs Avenue and Summerfield Avenue and represents the most significant architectural building on the edge of the downtown. This building forms the third component of the complex of public buildings which also includes the Transportation Center and Municipal Office Complex located between the railroad tracks and Main Street.
Asbury Park, NJ

Architecture

Conventional Hall

The most significant element of the Bradley plan is the beachfront and boardwalk, which give the municipality its character and identity. The waterfront location was the impetus for the City’s resort development and has since been an anchor for economic survival. During more prosperous days, the Asbury Park boardwalk and the structures built upon it were renowned throughout the country for grandeur. In 1903 the beachfront, valued at $1,000,000, was sold to the City by James Bradley for $150,000 if the City dedicated this space for public use. The first major structures along the boardwalk were soon constructed, catapulting Asbury Park into a world class resort destination. Today, several significant structures remain of the many that once occupied the beachfront. Convention Hall/Paramount Theatre (1928) and The Casino (1929) were designed by architects Warren and Wetmore, who are also credited with New York’s Grand Central Station. These buildings are outstanding examples of the early Twentieth Century eclectic architecture movement and are unique because they span from Ocean Avenue, over the boardwalk, and right up to the water’s edge.

Convention Hall was conceived as a modern facility for the accommodation of cultural events, ranging from motion pictures and concerts in the Paramount Theatre to exhibitions and larger entertainment events in the Hall, with a skylit arcade over the boardwalk in between. The arcade was fronted with a variety of tourist oriented shops and eating places. Ornate windows, brickwork, terra-cotta, stone and copper ornamentation make the building architecturally remarkable. For many years, Convention Hall hosted performances by world famous entertainers ranging from the biggest of the big bands to the most popular of rock groups. The Hall has been home to many trade shows each year as well as folk festivals, cotillions and religious revivals. With the current fixed seating, Convention Hall offers approximately 35,000 square feet of exhibition space on the floor and in the mezzanine. Formal entertainment, the Casino was oriented to amusement entertainment. The complex featured an indoor amusement park with a large carousel to the west of the boardwalk arcade and a large arena extending over the beach.

With Asbury Park’s decline as a resort, Convention Hall gradually failed to support itself financially and became more of an economic liability than an asset. Symptomatic of the City’s decline was an attrition of the staff of City public maintenance employees as the tax base eroded and budgets were slashed to keep pace. The net effect on all public buildings was that most immediate problems were attended to while routine preventative maintenance was deferred. While a stone seawall was constructed in the late 1960’s with grant funds to protect the underpinning of the Hall, exposure to the harsh beachfront environment caused water intrusion which, in turn, damaged some of the elaborate plaster work in the proscenium as well as creating mildew problems in the Theatre. In addition, aging mechanical systems in the building broke down with increasing frequency, further detracting from the reputation of the facility.
CLIMATE

In the Coastal Zone, continental and oceanic influences battle for dominance on daily to weekly bases. In autumn and early winter, when the ocean is warmer than the land surface, the Coastal Zone will experience warmer temperatures than interior regions of the state. In the spring months, ocean breezes keep temperatures along the coast cooler. Being adjacent to the Atlantic Ocean, with its high heat capacity (compared to land), seasonal temperature fluctuations tend to be more gradual and less prone to extremes.

Sea breezes play a major role in the coastal climate. When the land is warmed by the sun, heated air rises, allowing cooler air at the ocean surface to spread inland. Sea breezes often penetrate 5-10 miles inland, but under more favorable conditions, can affect locations 25-40 miles inland. They are most common in spring and summer.

Coastal storms, often characterized as nor’easters, are most frequent between October and April. These storms track over the coastal plain or up to several hundred miles offshore, bringing strong winds and heavy rains. Rarely does a winter go by without at least one significant coastal storm and some years see upwards of five to ten. Tropical storms and hurricanes are also a special concern along the coast. In some years, they contribute a significant amount to the precipitation totals of the region. Damage during times of high tide can be severe when tropical storms or nor’easters affect the region.

The optimum orientation for the structure is South East based on the temperature, wind, and solar analysis. However, this orientation leaves the structure open and more vulnerable to the paths taken by hurricanes and tropical storms that have been so devastating to the Jersey Shore. If this orientation is used, other measures must be taken to protect the new structure.
Asbury Park, NJ
Site Analysis

Summer vs. Winter

Like most towns of the Jersey Shore, Asbury Park is overcrowded in the summer and practically a ghost town in the winter. The shops that thrive in the summer board up their windows for the cold months. Many of the entertainment venues only open on the weekends. The only entertainment facilities open for the children of the town are the YMCA and the Boys and Girls Club, and these facilities and programs are not in the best of shape. It seems that when the tourists leave with the warm weather the town hibernates forgetting about its year-round residents.

All of the new development occurring around town are apartments and seasonal condos. While they do bring seasonal income to a select few of the community, they do not benefit the community as a whole. Asbury Park has been planning their redevelopment and revitalization for years. Their plan involves increased beach front activity, shops, restaurants, and condos. Their plan will benefit the town, but not bring about revitalization. It is too one sided. Their redevelopment plan is lacking one key element.
Asbury Park, NJ

Site Analysis

**Travel**

By car: Parkway to exit 102. Take Rt 66 / Asbury Avenue into Asbury Park. Follow Asbury Avenue directly to the beach.

By train: From New York City, take the North Jersey Coast Line directly to Asbury Park Train Station. Trains run approximately every hour.

By bus: NJ Transit offers bus service to Asbury Park from Philadelphia, Freehold, Long Branch, Red Bank, and Point Pleasant.

Travel time from Philadelphia or New York is approximately one hour, fifteen minutes.

Walking: Every point of interest within the city is within walking distance. Once off the train or bus, the beach is only about a 10 to 15 minute walk (depending on the route taken). From the south end of the boardwalk to the north end is only a 10 to 15 minute walk. Whatever your destination or route, there are plenty of locations to purchase refreshments and sit down, take a break, and enjoy the scenery.
Asbury Park, NJ

Site Analysis

Re-Development

Asbury Park remained one of the most popular family resorts in the United States until 1970, when race riots burned down much of the downtown area. Soon radicals, beatniks, hippies, and musicians moved in. Rock clubs, gay bars and motorcycle bars coexisted and flourished making Asbury Park a very diverse place. The famous Bruce Springsteen song "4th of July, Asbury Park (Sandy)" often known just as "Sandy" was released in 1973. It has been described as "the perfect musical study of the Jersey Shore boardwalk culture" and captures the mood and vibe of this time period.

The city continued to decline as businesses closed, buildings were abandoned and amusement areas were shut down. The only thriving businesses during this time were The Stone Pony, a few other clubs along the waterfront, and a number of gay bars and clubs in the downtown area. In 1988, the city finally decided it was time to do something. A plan to redevelop the entire waterfront went into affect. High rise hotels and condo construction began, and abandoned before they could be finished, leaving the waterfront an odd mix of abandoned buildings and rotting construction.

The city continued to decline in the 1990s, and nearly all businesses failed. Crime rose, and Asbury Park had higher crime than any other town in Monmouth County. However, in 1998, Shep Pettibone, a DJ who mixed music for Madonna in the 90’s, converted an abandoned Hotel into New Jersey’s largest gay nightclub, drawing thousands of gay travelers to Asbury Park. Every Friday night the city became the only place on the East Coast that could rival Fire Island! Gay couples and artists began buying bargain homes, abandoned bars and nightclubs, closed storefronts downtown, and abandoned pavilions on the boardwalk. And so the gentrification began. It has succeeded as more of a ground up process rather than a top down plan as the city proposed. The city’s popularity once again began to rise, not coincidently, at the same time as Springsteen’s album “The Rising” in 2002 which kicked off it’s world concert tour with free shows at Convention Hall.

Today, Asbury Park is popular again, even amongst mainstream tourists as well as locals from the area for its shopping, beaches, restaurants, bars and clubs. Major summertime events hosted in Asbury Park include; the Wave Gathering, the Gay Pride Parade, Garden State Film Festival, Asbury Park Jazz Festival, "Road Trip", and the Tri-City Arts Tour. Asbury Park was recently rated #5 in the top ten beaches of NJ.
Casino Complex & Pump House
Casino Complex

History

The Casino Arena and Heating Plant is a complex of buildings on the south end of the boardwalk adjacent to the eastern terminus of Wesley Lake. Whereas Convention Hall offered two auditoriums of different sizes for more The Arena’s auditorium was formerly used for roller skating and ice skating and then for rock concerts and flea markets until hurricane damage and an improperly installed roof caused plaster to fall from the 40’ ceiling, presenting a serious hazard to the public. As a result, the Arena has been closed to the public since the 1980’s.

While the Arena’s roof problems continued to worsen with the onslaught of Hurricane Gloria in 1986, the City’s ability to deal with the problem continued to weaken. Despite the closing of the Arena, however, the arcade remained open and the amusements entertained ever dwindling seasonal crowds. The night of September 23, 1987 brought a sudden thunderstorm with swirling winds that blew down one entire bank of doors on the north side of the arcade, leaving the ornate window-wall above suspended from the roof with no support underneath. The copper statues which straddled the top of the wood frame window-wall were distorted by the winds on both ends of the Arcade and since then several have fallen and have had to be removed. As a result of this setback, both entrances of the Arcade were fenced off from the public. It was reopened the summer of 2005.

The Heating Plant was constructed in 1930. It was at one time a steam generating plant which heated all of the buildings on the boardwalk, including Convention Hall. The steam was carried through a concrete masonry tunnel. The building, like the Convention Hall and Casino, is supported by concrete piers resting on pilings. The roof, which is partially clay tile and partially quarry tile on concrete slab, needs to be repaired and made water tight.

The Convention Hall is listed on the State and National Registers of Historic Places (SR 1978, NR 1978) and The Casino/Carousel House and Heating Plant are considered eligible for listing. Originally, these buildings were tributes to the City’s splendor and prosperity. In 2004, the City transferred title to Convention Hall to private investors for the first time since James Bradley deeded the land to the city. According to the 2002 Waterfront Redevelopment Plan, the Convention Hall/Paramount Theatre will be fully restored according to the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Historic Rehabilitation. The Casino has been sold to Asbury Partners, LLC, the master developer for the Waterfront Redevelopment Area. If the Casino cannot be restored, it should be rebuilt within the same footprint and the five original decorative elements should be preserved and reused. The recommended use of the Arena portion over the beach is a recreational facility. The remaining portion of the Casino and Carousel House and Heating Plant are to be fully restored according to the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Historic Rehabilitation. According to the October, 2002 Amended and Restated Redeveloper and Land Disposition Agreement, the Master Developer shall have prepared a report by an appropriate professional firm(s) reviewing the condition of each property and recommendation for the rehabilitation, or demolition (limited to the rear of the Casino building) if necessary, and the costs of renovation along with a detailed schedule. To date there has been no commencement time for restoration of these landmark buildings. As the physical condition of these buildings continues to deteriorate, restoration should begin as soon as possible and a schedule for completion should be determined and adhered to.
Casino Complex
Existing Conditions

**Basement Level**

The basement level of the Casino Complex is quite small, with a floor to ceiling height of about 6 feet. It does not span the entire footprint of the building and is confined to the area that connects the Carousel House to the Boardwalk Walk Through.

The basement was used to house electrical wiring, water pipes, and the 2 foot diameter pipes that carried steam heat from the Pump House next door. The steam heat was used to power and heat the buildings along the boardwalk. The Pump House was so productive that there was an excess of steam produced. This excess steam was piped under the boardwalk to heat the walk. It is an early example of radiant floor heating.

The basement level will be utilized in a similar manner, to house piping and equipment.
Casino Complex
Existing Conditions

Ground Level

The ground level encompasses the entire footprint. The floor slightly ramps up to meet the level of the boardwalk. The main arcade space follows the slope while the support spaces that surround the double height arcade space step.

The ground level is where most of the program was originally housed. This program consisted of the carousel, arcade game room, small shops, boardwalk walk through, the first level of theater seating, and the theater stage. Many of the spaces named were double-height spaces that were flooded with light.

The boardwalk walk through will maintain its initial program and separate the building at the ground level and act as a space to connect on the first level. The space to the west will be used as rentable space for weddings, parties, banquets, and as it has been in the past, as an indoor skate park. The space to the east will used as the lobby for the theater, open seating space, and in the winter an iceskating rink.
First Level

The first level integrates interior space, exterior space, and overlooking space. The interior space is more broken up while the exterior spaces surround the double height arcade space. The eastern portion of the entire building was demolished, but at one time it was a grand open theater space.

The western half of the first level consists of the old bath space, bathroom space, changing rooms, and some storage. The eastern half of the first level was the mezzanine level of the theater with its support spaces.

The first level will be used as theater seating, walkway across the boardwalk walk through, restrooms, refreshment and snack area, and exterior rest space.
Casino Complex

Existing Conditions

Roofs & Ceilings

Throughout the entire building structure is not only exposed or expressed, but it becomes a decorative element that enhances the experience of the space. The unoccupiable roofs were originally copper. The only original roof stills trading is the carousel house roof. The double height arcade space roof has been replaced.

The structure of the remaining standing building is still in tact and structurally sound. The boardwalk walk through’s steel struss is the original truss that held the original roof. Even though the theater portion of the complex has been demolished, many of the structural beams are still connected to and protruding through the west wall of the boardwalk walk through. The partition walls and finishes to the structural walls throughout much of the complex are in need of repair.

In an attempt to showcase the old with the new, any of the structure that is still sound will be kept, revitalized, and added to.
Historic Arcade Roof Structure

Historic Walkway Roof Structure

Historic Theater Roof Structure

CASINO INTERIOR AS BUILT
note suspended lighting ^
Casino Complex

Existing Conditions

Casino Complex Materials

The Casino Complex was constructed and adorned with rich materials and colors. The Carousel House brick used is reddish brown in color. The mortar used is a grayish tan with prominent aggregate and shaped to form a Flemish Bond. Beautiful limestone was used at the base of the building, coping stone, and for detailing throughout the entire complex. All of the windows, fixed and operable, were copper clad, wooden frames. The doors are either glass and aluminum or flush metal and wood. The roof is highly decorative, standing seam copper. There is extensive copper ornamentation, including pressed copper "sun medusa faces" over the entry doors, sculptural decoration along the roof edges, and decorative copper at the cupola. The interior of the Carousel House somewhat bare compared to its exterior. The floor is painted and scored concrete. The walls are painted plaster with some pilasters and recessed panels. There is a pressed metal molding about three quarters up the height of the wall. The ceiling is painted plaster with exposed steel trusses.

The exterior of the Arcade is very open. Both north and south entries are constructed completely of large, stepped copper clad wooden windows. Decorative limestone columns flank the entries at the north and south ends of the arcade. The original copper roof was removed and replaced with built-up roofing. There is extensive copper ornamentation on the entries. The most ornate are the copper seahorse sculptures that sit atop the window system on each entry. The floor is a terrazzo green/black field with four foot square red diamond pattern. The interior walls are painted plaster with decorated pilasters, openings, recesses, and cornices. There are also a number of decorative metal grills. The ceiling is exposed metal roof decking with triangular steel trusses.

The theater and arena portion of complex was in great disrepair when documentation of materials and key features was started so there is not much information on the originals. The interior was covered with vegetation. Many of the exterior features were still in relatively good condition. One large oriel bay window was located on the north and south facades. Decorative scroll limestone keystones were located over each of the six arched windows. Decorative limestone shell medallions, limestone door frames, and cornice pieces.

*A complete and comprehensive log of materials, details, ornaments, their conditions, and recommendations for their maintenance, revitalization, and replacement can be found in the Appendix.*
Copper Carousel Detailing
Structural Joists on Second Floor
Historic Slate Shower Partitions
Copper Carousel Detailing
Structural Wall Material
Brick and Limestone North Facade
Arcade Window
Arcade Roof
Painted Steel Entrance & Plaster Column
The heating plant, next to the casino on the ocean, was built in 1930. It provided heat to all of the buildings on the boardwalk, delivered via a concrete steam tunnel. It was constructed with an attention to detail and an eye towards design that one rarely finds in utility buildings these days.
Pump House
Existing Conditions
East Facing Second Floor Balcony

Southwest Facade

West Facade

Proximity to Casino Complex
PROGRAM
Asbury Park, NJ has been a cultural center for the "Jersey Shore" since it was established. It has been the starting point for many musicians and bands, and continues to be a stage for new up and comers. Many small local bands and well-known bands alike, lobby for a spot to play at the Stony Pony. Tons of people flock to the city to see and experience the many shows and music festivals. Others come to see the many art installations that are located around the city. In 2012 Banksy exhibited a series of his works on the facades of the prominent local architecture such as Convention Hall, the Paramount Theater, and the Casino Complex. Combined with the beautiful beaches, great nightlife and dining, Asbury Park has become a top vacation spot in the summer and a lively escape in the winter.

As it stands, Asbury Park mostly functions in the summer, with very few attractions for locals during the "off season". Many of the attractions that tourists frequent in the summer completely or partially close for the winter. There aren’t many places for locals of all ages to congregate and hang out. It also feels very disconnected from its neighboring towns. The two main points of access from Ocean Grove to Asbury Park are not the most welcoming. When driving north on RT. 71 you see dark or vacant buildings, and when walking along the boardwalk you must pass through the deteriorating Casino Complex. At night the passage can be extremely scary.

The Casino Complex used to be a place of entertainment throughout the entire year. It welcomed visitors and created a positive symbol for the city. I propose to revitalize and recreate this welcoming symbol and entertainment space for both Asbury Park and Ocean Grove and for tourists and locals alike.
Asbury Park

CASINO
Skating

PALACE
Today, the Carousel House is rented out for small exhibitions, theater productions, weddings, and receptions. The unique copper detailing creates a beautiful backdrop. It generates extra income for the city as well as several catering companies and event planners in the area. It helps the community and its small businesses prosper.

The Carousel House and Arcade space will be used as rentable space for the above mentioned functions as well as indoor activities for the winter. Before the Arcade space was deemed "unsafe for public use" and turned into storage space, it was also rentable space. For two winters the Arcade space was rented out and turned into an indoor skate park. It gave local kids a safe place to hang out and exercise.

The local schools do not have large facilities for the plays or exhibits that their students host. The local artists and theater groups of the area have to travel to find spaces to rehearse, perform, and exhibit their work. This space could bring in extra revenue and give back to the community.
Rentable Space & Carousel House
12,775 sq. ft.

Banquet Space, 9,380 sq. ft.: (6’ Round Tables, 12'/Person) 780 People
Reception Space, 1,610 sq. ft.: (2’ Round Bar Tables, 10'/Person) 852 People
Prep Kitchen, 1,785 sq. ft.

Shops (6 @ 780 sq. ft.) 4,680 sq. ft.
Bar/Restaurant Capacity of 270 People 3,300 sq. ft.
General Storage 1,938 sq. ft.
Theater BOH 4,395 sq. ft.
Theater Lobby 8,330 sq. ft.
The "Jersey Shore" is known for its beautiful beaches and almost endless boardwalk. The boardwalk that passes through the Casino Complex begins in Spring Lake and terminates at the north end of Asbury Park. That is almost 7 miles of one continuous walking path. During the summer this space is packed. It is not only a space to walk and bike ride for exercise and travel, but also becomes a meeting point, a hang out, an observation space, and a gateway to the beach. In the winter, when weather cooperates, the boardwalk continues to be an integral part of people’s everyday lives.

Each town’s portion of the boardwalk provides a different experience. Asbury Park is the only city that has covered and open areas. When walking through Convention Hall, on the north side of Asbury Park you continue to feel connected to the beach and the outdoors while being protected by the surrounding program and roof.

The boardwalk has been robbed of another type of experience that makes the "Jersey Shore" and Asbury Park different than any other boardwalk. This interior boardwalk connection has the potential to bridge not just Ocean Grove and Asbury Park, but all of the towns that connect into this network.
BOARDWALK WALK-THROUGH 11,800 SQ. FT.
The Casino Complex’s Theater was mostly used for informal theater productions, musical performances, concerts, and exhibits. It was designed in the arena style to allow for larger performances as well as extra seating. Today, the only spaces large enough to accommodate these types of events are Convention Hall and the Paramount Theater. The Paramount Theater is only used for theater productions and small concerts. With only one venue available, many events are passed up due to booking issues.

By creating a second space to book events would increase tourism not only for the event spaces but the surrounding restaurants, bars, shops, and hotels. It could also provide another venue for the events that already happen in the city.

This building was once a symbol of status and prosperity. It can be revitalized and once again be that symbol. It can also be a catalyst for revitalization projects for other historical or significant buildings in the area.
Theater (1,200 People) 12,500 sq. ft.

Seating 11,000 sq. ft.
Stage 1,000 sq. ft.
Support Space 7,122 sq. ft.

Bathrooms 600 sq. ft.
  Female 450 sq. ft.
    10 Water Closets
    7 Lavatories
  Male 450 sq. ft.
    4 Water Closets
    6 Urinals
    7 Lavatories

Lobby 1,000 sq. ft.
Lockers 800 sq. ft.
Dressing Rooms (4) 300 sq. ft. each
Private Bathrooms 600 sq. ft.
  Female 300 sq. ft.
    7 Water Closets
    5 Lavatories
  Male 300 sq. ft.
    3 Water Closets
    4 Urinals
    5 Lavatories

Bar 1,000 sq. ft.
Concession 2,000 sq. ft.
Techniques & Precedents
INSERTIONS
Cutting Operations of grafting or hybridization which consists in the interaction between structure of flexible support and the couplings of another structure inserted within it.

BCE Place by Calatrava
Described as the "Crystal Cathedral of Commerce" the six story high pedestrian thoroughfare is structured by eight freestanding supports on each side of the Galleria, which branch out into parabolic shapes evoking a forest canopy or a tree-lined avenue because of the presence of building facades along the sides of the structure.
JUXTAPOSITIONS
Complicity

Not only capacity for dialogue or adhesion, but also for synergy, interaction between energies at once different and empathetic, harmonized in a single contingent field.

Church of St. Francis by David Closes

The Sant Francesc convent, located in the small Catalan town of Santpedor. The project was aimed to convert the church into an auditorium and a multifunctional cultural facility. The intervention has consolidated the church without deleting the process of deterioration and collapse that the building had suffered.
Parasites
Enjambements

Parasitism that implies similarity and simultaneity of sizes, forces, tensions, and situations.

Docks de Paris by Jakob + MacFarlane
The project is actually a renovation of a concrete shipping depot originally built in 1907, which the architects chose to keep for the base of their new design. The architects are calling their design a "plug-over" as the new structure is a new external skin that enveloped the existing site on the sides and on top.
Techniques & Precedents

Weavings
Transference

An architecture that enables the creation of a positive relationship with a setting, an opening in place of a defense, which would enable us to locate ourselves in an environment that is more dynamic.

Docks de Paris by Jakob + Macfarlane

The project is actually a renovation of a concrete shipping depot originally built in 1907, which the architects chose to keep for the base of their new design. The architects are calling their design a "plug-over" as the new structure is a new external skin that enveloped the existing site on the sides and on top.
Wuzhen Theater
Zhejiang, China

Clients: Wuzhen Tourism Development Co., Ltd
Design Architect: Kris Yao, Artech Architects
Design Team - Taipei: Kuo-Chien Shen, Winnie Wang, Wen-Li Liu, Jake Sun, Andy Change, Kevin Lin
Design Team - Shanghai: Wen-Hong Chu, Fei-Chun Ying, Nai-Wen Cheng, Chuyi Hsu, Qi-Shen Wu, Jan Jiang
Collaborative Design Institute: Shanghai Institute of Architectural Design & Research Co. Ltd
Building Structure: Reinforced Concrete, Steel Framing
Materials: Blue Brick, Glass Curtain Wall, Wood Grilles
Site Area: 54,980 sq. m.
Lot Coverage Area: 6,920 sq. m.
Total Floor Area: 21,750 sq. m.

The formal design of the performance center has been realized under the culturally auspicious and significant "twin lotus". It is composed of two (a 600 and 1200 seat) functional theaters that are oval in shape. The smaller volume which is transparent, interlocks with the larger solid opaque one that is clad in reclining wall segments constructed from ancient supersized brick that wrap around the foyer. The bigger of the two is enclosed in a zig zag fan-shaped glass front that is adorned with a Chinese window motif. Named "the most beautiful theater in China", the "Wuzhen Theater" rises out of the water, approached either by boat or by foot, and stands as a cultural landmark and meeting point for the town's inhabitants.
Techniques & Precedents
The greatest challenge was to design a large building containing two theatres with 1200 and 600 seats back to back, with modern theatre functions in this small, traditional water village in southern China. Using the culturally auspicious "twin lotus" as its metaphor, which functions perfectly with two theatres sharing one stage area, the design is composed of two oval shapes interlocking one another, one of them transparent and the opaque in form.

Due to its dual purposes of the theatre festival and tourism, the functions of the theatres are multifold. Possibilities include formal stage performances, avant-garde creations, fashion shows, conventions and wedding ceremonies. The interlocking area of the two becomes the common backstage and produces the "locking in forms, linkage in heart" spatial layout.

Visitors arrive at the theatres by wooden boats or on foot from an island across the bridge. The smaller theatre to the right is located within the 'solid' volume, where pedal-like segments of thick reclining walls, clad in ancient super-sized brick, wrap around the foyer. The grand theatre to the left, enclosed in the zigzag fan-shaped glass front with a Chinese window motif, glows in the evenings and reflects on the water, adding charm to the already misty and surreal atmosphere of this otherworldly water village.
Section 303
303.1 Assembly Group A. Assembly Group A occupancy includes, among others, the use of a building or structure, or a portion thereof, for the gathering of persons for purposes such as civic, social or religious functions; recreation, food or drink consumption or awaiting transportation.

Assembly Group A-3. Amusement Arcades, Community Halls, Exhibition Halls, Gymnasiums, Lecture Halls

Assembly Group A-4. Arenas, Skating Rinks

Section 404 Atriums
404.2 Atrium Use. The floor of the atrium shall not be used for other than low fire hazard uses and only approved materials and decorations in accordance with the “International Fire Code” shall be used in the atrium space.

404.3 Automatic Sprinkler System. An approved automatic sprinkler system shall be installed throughout the entire building.

404.6 Enclosure of Atriums. Atrium spaces shall be separated from adjacent spaces by a 1-hour fire barrier constructed in accordance with Section 707 or a horizontal assembly constructed in accordance with Section 712

Section 409 Motion Picture Projection Rooms
409.1 General Information. The provisions of Section 409.1 through 409.5 shall apply to rooms in which ribbon-type cellulose acetate or other safety film is utilized in conjunction with electric arc, xenon or other light-source projection equipment that develop hazardous gases, dust or radiation.

409.2 Construction of Projection Rooms. Every projection room shall be of permanent construction consistent with the construction requirements for the type of building in which the projection room is located. Openings are not required to be protected.

409.3 Projection Room and Equipment Ventilation. Ventilation shall be provided in accordance with the “International Mechanical Code”.

409.4 Lighting Control. Provisions shall be made for control of the auditorium lighting and the means of degree lighting systems of theaters from inside the projection room and from at least one other convenient point in the building.

409.5 Miscellaneous Equipment. Each projection room shall be provided with rewind and film storage facilities.
Section 410 Stages and Platforms

410.2 Definitions.

Fly Gallery: A raised floor above a stage from which the movement of scenery and operation of other stage effects are controlled.

Gridiron: The structural framing over a stage supporting equipment for hanging or flying scenery and other stage effects are controlled.

Pinrail: A rail on or above a stage through which belaying pins are inserted and to which lines are fastened.

Platform: A raised area within a building used for worship, the presentation of music, plays or other entertainment; the head table for special guests; the raised area for lecturers and speakers; boxing and wrestling rings; theater-in-the-round stages; and similar purposes wherein there are no overhead hanging curtains, drops, scenery, or stage effects other than lighting and sound. A temporary platform is one installed for not more than 30 days.

Proscenium Wall: The wall that separates the stage from the auditorium or assembly seating area.

Stage: A space within a building utilized for entertainment or presentations, which includes overhead hanging curtains, drops, scenery, or stage effects other than lighting and sound.

410.3 Stages

410.3.1 Stage Construction. Stages shall be constructed of materials as required for floors for the type of construction of the building in which such stages are located.

410.3.3 Exterior Stage Doors. When protection of openings is required, exterior exit doors shall be protected with fire door assemblies that comply with Section 715. Exterior openings that are located on the stage for means of egress or loading and unloading purposes, and that are likely to be open during occupancy of the theater, shall be constructed with vestibules to prevent air drafts into the auditorium.

410.3.7 Stage Ventilation. Emergency ventilation shall be provided for stages larger than 1,000 sq. ft. in floor area, or with a stage height greater than 50 feet. Such ventilation shall comply with Section 410.3.7.1 or 410.3.7.2.

410.5 Dressing and Appurtenant Rooms

410.5.1 Separation from Stage. The stage shall be separated from dressing rooms, scene docks, property rooms, workshops, storerooms and compartments appurtenant to the stage and other parts of the buildings by fire barriers constructed in accordance with Section 707 or horizontal assemblies constructed in accordance with Section 712, or both.

410.5.2 Separation from Each Other. Dressing rooms, scene docks, property rooms, workshops, storerooms and compartments appurtenant to the stage shall be separated from each other by not less than 1-hour fire barriers constructed in accordance with Section 707 or horizontal assemblies constructed in accordance with Section 712 or both.

410.5.3 Stage Exit. At least one approved means of egress shall be provided from each side of the stage and from each side of the space under the stage. At least one means of escape shall be provided from each fly gallery and from the gridiron. A steel ladder, alternating tread device or spiral stairway is permitted to be provided from the gridiron to a scuttle in the stage roof.
Division of Land Use Regulation

The management of New Jersey’s lands plays an important role in the DEP’s overall environmental protection strategy. What we do to our land is intimately tied to the health and quality of our streams, estuaries, coastal waters, wetlands, wildlife habitat and our drinking water. The New Jersey Legislature has charged the Department of Environmental Protection with the responsibility to regulate activities proposed in the Highlands, the State’s coastal areas, wetlands, floodplains and other environmentally sensitive, "special areas". The Division of Land Use Regulation, through rules promulgated to support the statutes, regulates these areas for the benefit of the citizens of New Jersey. In order to balance environmental concerns with development needs, the Division has a process for issuing permits within these special areas for projects which meet the environmental criteria for approval.

CAFRA

A. Regulates areas within the Coastal Zone- primarily from the southern limit of Middlesex County to the northern limit of Salem County within coastal areas.

7.7E-3.22 Beaches

Beaches are gently sloping areas of sand or other unconsolidated material found on a tidal shoreline, including ocean, bay, and river shorelines, that extend landward from the mean high water line to either of the following features:

1. A man-made feature generally parallel to the waterbody, such as a retaining structure, seawall, bulkhead, road, or boardwalk. However, a sandy area that extends fully under and/or landward of an elevated boardwalk is considered a beach
2. The seaward or bayward foot of dunes, whichever is closest to the bay, inlet, or ocean waters.

B. Development is prohibited on beaches, except for development that has no prudent feasible alternative in another other than a beach, and that will not cause significant adverse long-term impacts to the natural functioning of the beach and dune system, either individually or in combination with other existing or proposed structures, land disturbances or activities. Examples of acceptable activities are:

1. Demolition and removal of paving and structures
2. Dune creation and related sand fencing and planting of vegetation for dune stabilization, in accordance with N.J.A.C. 7:7E-3A
3. The reconstruction of existing amusement and fishing piers and boardwalks
4. Temporary recreation structure for public safety such as first aid and lifeguard stations
5. Shore protection structure which meet the use conditions of N.J.A.C. 7:7E-7.11
6. Linear development which meets the Rule on Location of Linear Development
7. Beach maintenance activities which do not adversely affect the natural functioning of the beach and dune system, and which do not preclude the development of a stable dune along the back beach area. These activities include routine cleaning, debris removal, mechanical sifting, maintenance of access ways and Department approved dune creation and maintenance activities
8. Post-storm beach restoration activities involving the placement of clean fill material on beaches, and the mechanical redistribution of sand along the beach profile from the lower to the upper beach. These post-storm activities, which are different than routine beach maintenance activities, must be carried out in accordance with the standards found at N.J.A.C. 7:7E-3A
9. The maintenance of an engineered beach to the beach berm design template through the transfer of sand from the upper beach berm to the lower beach berm, from the lower beach berm to the upper beach berm, and/or alongshore provided
### 3.1.3.2 Minimum Requirements for Buildings in A Zones

The elevation of the top of the lowest floor (Finished Floor Elevation), including finished basements, in relation to the BFE or the depth of the 100-year-flood event. Enclosed areas below the lowest floor must be present to account for hydrostatic pressure.

#### Building Elevation in Zones AE and AI-A30

The top of the lowest floor of all newly constructed, substantially damaged, and substantially improved buildings must be positioned at or above the BFE. If closed foundation is used, flow openings must be present.

#### Enclosures Below the Lowest Floor in Zones AE, AI-A30, AO, and A

Enclosed space below the lowest floors of newly constructed, substantially damaged, and substantially improved buildings may be used only for vehicle parking, building access, or storage purposes. The walls of such areas must be equipped with openings designed to allow the automatic entry and exit of floodwaters so that interior and exterior hydrostatic pressures will equalize during flooding. Designs for openings must either meet or exceed the following minimum criteria:

1. A minimum of two openings with a total net area of not less than 1 square inch for every 1 square foot of enclosed area subject to flooding must be provided.
2. The bottoms of all openings must be no higher than 1 foot above grade.
3. The openings may be equipped with screens, louvers, valves, or other coverings or devices that permit the automatic entry and exit of floodwaters.

An alternative to meeting Criterion 1 above is to provide a certification by a registered engineer or architect that states that the openings are designed to automatically equalize hydrostatic forces on exterior walls by allowing the entry and exit of floodwaters. Even if such a certification is provided, however, the openings must still meet criteria 2 and 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use</th>
<th>A11</th>
<th>A10</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Technical and financial assistance</th>
<th>Ongoing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Promote beachfront activities</td>
<td>-Media promotions and advertisements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Locate and potentially purchase additional properties for active recreation</td>
<td>-Work with Monmouth County</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Improve pedestrian mobility between Ocean Grove and Asbury Park</td>
<td>-City Engineer, City Council -Apply for appropriate funding programs or seek NJDOT technical assistance</td>
<td>When requested, NJDOT will give priority consideration to providing assistance consistent with program requirements and subject to the availability of funding and staff resources</td>
<td>3 to 4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>C7</td>
<td></td>
<td>-Promote public art in public spaces</td>
<td>-City Council could place provision in redeveloper agreements -Council to require in redevelopment plans</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Development</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-Encourage/promote preservation of historic properties</td>
<td>-City Historical Society</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic Preservation</td>
<td>G3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-Continue to develop and refine design standards for historic districts</td>
<td>-City Council and Planning Board</td>
<td>-SHPO, Monmouth County</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic Preservation</td>
<td>G4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-SHPO, OSG technical assistance</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PROCESS
**Concept 1:** Freestanding theater with walkway or "life-line" back to the historic building. The walkway would contain support program spaces and create experiential procession.

**Concept 2:** Freestanding theater with two raised walkways that interact with the interior boardwalk space and lead back to the support spaces located within the historic building.

**Concept 2:** Theater would attach and interact with the interior boardwalk space. The support spaces would be within the historic building as well as in the new second floor space that lines the interior boardwalk space.
The title of this project is "A Commensalist Architecture: Intervening With History for Asbury Park, NJ" because it is meant to work with the existing historical structure.

**COMMENSALISM**  (kuh - men - suh - liz - uh m)

*Noun*
An association between two organisms in which one benefits and the other derives no harm

**INTERVENE**  (in - ter - veen)

*Verb*
To occur between two things or other events of periods of time, to intercede, to mediate

These terms and definitions drove the overall concept of the project, while keeping the other terms previously defined in mind. The modern intervention needs to not only attach and use the historic structure, but also reinvigorate the historic spaces and breathe life back into the Casino and Power House.
PROCESS
Mid-Crit
PROCESS
Mid-Crit
PROCESS

GATE

1" = 400'
Final Project
Final Concept
**Final Skin Material**

**2P**  
A highly reflective ultra-smooth mirror finish which is achieved by polishing and buffing with soft cloth mops and special polishing compounds. This surface reflects a clear distinct image.

**2K**  
This smooth reflective surface makes it particularly suitable for most architectural applications, especially exteriors where atmospheric performance is critical. The finish is obtained by the use of finer grit belts or brushes which give a clean cut finish with a roughness of $Ra = 0.5$ microns maximum.
The historic building is clad in brick with limestone ornamentation. The facade is not smooth and the profile of the building contains many recesses. To contrast the rough texture of the historic building, the new intervention wanted to be something that was smooth and would allow for a continuous profile. Stainless steel panels allowed for this.

By coating the panels in chromium oxide before installation, the panels would change color over time. Chromium oxide causes the steel to turn green in the same way that copper does after oxidation. The intervention would, over time, become similar to the roof of the historic structure.

Some parasites take on certain characteristics of their host as a way to assimilate and become more protected. The transformation of the steel panels would give the intervention the appearance of assimilation.
Final Site

Proposed Complex Vegetation

1" = 400'

Primary Dune System
- Dune Grass
- Bayberry Bush
- Beach Plum

Secondary Dune System
- American Holly Tree/Bush
- Sassafras Tree
- Pitch Pine Tree
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Future

The initial intention of the thesis was to create a symbiotic relationship between two different architectures, structures, programs, and buildings. The intervention that manifested itself accomplished the initial intentions outlined, but did not fully capitalize or take advantage of the opportunities that presented themselves throughout the semester. The design got off to a slow start. This slow start did cause some problems when it came to design detailing, it did force me to look more closely at the details of the existing building and context and actually did help the overall design. The structure of the intervention was not fully realized, nor was it potential to further articulate the thesis. For the design to reach the goals and aspirations that were originally intended for it, it would take more time than one semester allowed. I intend to continue working on this thesis and design to fully realize its potential. This section outlines what will be focused on next, different rules that will be followed, and new realizations and intentions that have come up.

- Investigate plan of back of house and lobby to further bring the intervention into existence in these spaces
- Investigate layout of blackbox
- Re-think bar area underneath black box
- Further investigate and exploit potential of structure (carry MEP Equipment, contrast/ enhance historic buildings, etc.)
- Refine shape
- Investigate materiality and how a paneling system can enhance the overall shape and integration of the intervention
- Investigate "old and new connection" points to enhance the integration of the old and new


Burns, Carol. "On Site: Architectural Preoccupations" in Kahn, A. ed. Drawing, Building, Text This piece explains the importance of knowing not just the physicality of your site, but the social and historical aspects as well. Carol Burns also explains the importance of the changing environment of the site.

Cantacuzino, Sherban. Re-architecture: Old Buildings/New Uses. New York: Abbeville Press, 1989. Print. The author outlines the problems of converting buildings to have new uses because of the idea of form follows function. The work goes into detail about knowing everything there is to know about the building you are preserving and how the preservation and reuse can fit into the Historic Preservation Act of 1966.

Hertzberger, Herman. Space and the Architect: Lessons in Architecture 2. Rotterdam: 010, 2000. Print. This piece discusses the importance of architecture being about more than just a space. There needs to be an underlying idea. Hertzberger defines an architectural concept as a more enduring structure for a more changeable infill. These concept have been used many times before, but appear new when looked at differently or with a new perspective. This idea of concept being a continuously changing directly plays in to how Hertzberger feels architecture and space should be viewed and interpreted. He raises many good questions and ideas that architects should be aware of when conceptualizing an architectural project.


McMorrough, John. "Notes on the Adaptive Re-Use of Program." PRAXIS 8 (2006): 103-110. Print. The author describes the changing value of program in realizing architecture, that today it can be critiqued on its quality because it is based on social ideals and demands.

Moneo, Jose Rafael. "Peter Eisenman." Theoretical Anxiety and Design Strategies in the Work of Eight Contemporary Architects. Cambridge, MA: MIT, 2004. N.Pag. Print. This piece describes the process of architecture as more important than the finished product. Eisenman describes the substance of architecture as its process.


Peters, Tom Frank. An American Culture of Construction. New Haven: Yale University, 1989. Print. Tom F. Peters analyzes the theory, thought processes, and values that shape construction in the United States and Europe. He explains how two different processes of thought can influence the same concept and mold it into two different ideas.

Tschumi, Bernard, and Rem Koolhaas. "2 Architects 10 Questions on Program." PRAXIS 8 (2006): 6-15. Print. This article showcases the different ideologies that exist within architecture by comparing the answers to questions by Tschumi and Koolhaas.
Final Presentation Boards
A Commensalist Architecture Intervening with History for Asbury Park, NJ

Throughout our country’s history there has been a continuous cycle of “build” and “burn.” Our country will go through a period of prosperity and growth which is directly followed by a period of contraction, decline, and depression. The destruction of existing buildings and infrastructure is often a result of this cycle. These buildings are often left standing, empty, or in need of restoration or renovation. In some cases these buildings were iconic structures of their time. For most of these buildings they will never get the opportunity to be used again or recognize their role in history. Our society has a habit of demolishing buildings that are deemed “unnecessary” or “useless.” Why can’t we use these structures for the greater good?

Tom F. Peters, in his American Culture of Construction, describes architecture of the United States as lacking tradition. He goes on to say that this is what gives our architecture its character. He states: “In the post-industrial future, buildings become tools for our culture. They evolve as part of the new ways of living.”

Tom F. Peters, in his American Culture of Construction, describes architecture of the United States as lacking tradition. He goes on to say that this is what gives our architecture its character. He states: “In the post-industrial future, buildings become tools for our culture. They evolve as part of the new ways of living.”

Throughout the cycle of tradition, we hope to capitalize on this historic context and add another dimension to the community of Asbury Park, NJ. The placement of the parasite allows for different interactions between the historic and the modern. The visitor will be encouraged to explore the old and new together and separately. The juxtaposition of the historic and modern materials creates spaces that are rich and inviting.
Existing Conditions Summary and Recommendations
for the
Asbury Park Power Plant and Casino
Clarke Caton Hintz; October 19, 2004

**POWER PLANT:**

**CONDITIONS SUMMARY**

Note: Refer to the Hazardous Materials Assessment for additional information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exterior</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Orig</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brick: Photos 1 through 6.</td>
<td>Buff colored glazed brick laid in a Flemish Bond pattern. Mortar is a slightly darker gray color, with relatively narrow mortar joints.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The brick is typically in fair to good condition. There are certain areas where there are loose or open mortar joints. There are areas where there is cracking or bowing, probably due to corroded steel that is putting pressure on the brick veneer.</td>
<td>Clean all the brick. Based on mortar analysis, repoint loose or missing areas of mortar. At areas where there has been severe movement of brick, or where the brick is bowing or buckling, brick may need to be carefully removed, structure repaired and the brick reinstalled. Reuse the original brick wherever possible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone: Photos 1 through 4 and 7.</td>
<td>Exterior facing, carved decorative pieces, including balusters, bandrails, decorative urns, swags, columns, etc.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The limestone is in fair condition. There is some deterioration of detail due to exposure to rain and salt. Some individual pieces are missing, and others are cracked and chipped. At several locations, there is cracking or bowing due to water infiltration in the wall or structure behind. There is also graffiti on some of the stone.</td>
<td>Replace missing pieces with new limestone pieces to match. Patch damaged pieces with appropriate material the matches the original in color and texture. If damage cannot be repaired, replace with limestone. If there is significant movement or bowing, individual pieces should be removed, the wall behind repaired and the pieces reinstalled or replaced.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloped Roof: Photos 1, 2 and 3.</td>
<td>Red clay tile roof</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The roof is damaged and leaking. A fair number of tiles have become dislodged and damaged. A large number are now discolored.</td>
<td>Remove the existing tile roof and repair the decking below. Install a new clay tile roof to match. If this is not economically feasible, explore the use of alternative materials for the replacement roof, such as concrete or metal tiles. The color and shape of the new roof should match the existing as closely as possible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Roof</td>
<td>There are extensive flat roof areas, some of which were used as balconies and have paving.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Poor Condition. There roofs are leaking severely and there is extensive vegetation growing on the surfaces.</td>
<td>Remove and replace all of the roofs as soon as possible. Repair damaged roof deck prior to new installation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows: Photos 1, 2 and 3</td>
<td>Boarded and missing</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Most of the original windows are missing.</td>
<td>Install new aluminum windows that match the existing openings and that recreate the...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Doors: Photos 1, 2 and 3.
- Flush wood or metal
- No original design intent, including mortise pattern, sightlines, etc. Any new openings required for the new use of the building must be carefully designed and detailed.
- Most of the original doors are missing. Install new wood or aluminum doors that match the existing openings and recreate the original design intent as closely as possible.

### Balcony: Photo 6.
- Yes Poor Condition. Many of the tiles are loose. There is extensive vegetation and severe leaking.
- All tiles must be removed, the roof decking repaired and new roofing installed. Reinstall existing tiles wherever possible.

### Ornamental Iron: Photos 1, 2, 3 and 8.
- Yes There are areas where the guardrails are iron in a “hairpin” design connected by decorative medallions.
- Fair/Variable. There are significant areas of rust and deterioration in certain areas.
- On units that are still intact, remove loose and poorly adhered paint and all rust. Apply rust inhibitive undercoat and finish paint based on paint analysis. For severely damaged units, salvage intact areas and fabricate new sections to match the original.

### Light Fixtures: Photos 1, 2, and 3.
- No The original design included three types of exterior light fixtures: hanging fixtures in the covered balcony area, light standards on the guard rail at the open balcony, and sconces along the entry stairs.
- All of the original light fixtures are missing.
- Fabricate new fixtures to replace the missing units, matching the original design if possible. Design the new exterior lighting system to be compatible with the building design, while providing the light levels required for the new use. New lamps should be long-life, energy efficient types.

### Smoke Stack: Photos 1, 2, 3 and 9.
- Yes The top corbelling, arch and decorative copper sculpture are missing.
- Fair Clean and repoint the entire structure. Replace capping to insure that the horizontal surface is water-tight. If the original corbelling and sculpture are to be replaced, use historic photos and original drawings to guide the new work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interior Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Orig</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The interior contains no significant architectural features. The space was used for utilitarian and mechanical uses, and was rarely visited. Most of the equipment has already been removed. Photos 10 and 11.</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Remove remaining equipment and catwalks. Repair masonry walls damaged by water infiltration. Complete hazardous materials abatement. Prepare interior for adaptive reuse.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Orig</td>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick: Photos 12</td>
<td>Reddish brown brick in a Flemish bond. The mortar is a grayish</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The brick is typically in fair to good condition. There are certain</td>
<td>Clean all the brick. Based on mortar analysis, repoint loose or missing areas of mortar. At areas where there has been severe movement of brick, or where the brick is bowing or buckling, brick may need to be carefully removed, structure repaired and the brick reinstalled. Reuse the original brick wherever possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and 13.</td>
<td>tan with prominent aggregate.</td>
<td></td>
<td>areas where there are loose or open mortar joints, and areas where there is some cracking or bowing, probably due to corroded steel that is putting pressure on the brick veneer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone: Photo</td>
<td>There is a limestone base, detailing, coping stone, etc.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The limestone is in fair condition. There is some deterioration of</td>
<td>Clean the limestone as required. Replace missing pieces with new limestone pieces to match. Patch damaged pieces with appropriate material the matches the original in color and texture. If damage cannot be repaired, replace with limestone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>detail due to exposure to rain and salt. Some individual pieces are</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>missing, and others are cracked and chipped.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows: Lower;</td>
<td>Fixed and operable copper clad wood windows.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All of the windows are boarded, most are missing. The remaining windows</td>
<td>The windows are an important element to the exterior appearance of the building. The original units that remain are not salvageable. Replacement units should match the existing design, layout and operation as closely as possible. While replicating the windows in copper clad wood would be the easiest means of maintaining the aesthetic effect, this approach would in all likelihood be cost prohibitive. Materials such as fiberglass, aluminum and vinyl clad wood with a high performance finish should be investigated to determine if an acceptable alternative to copper clad wood is available. Any alternative must be sympathetic to the patinated copper color of the original. Depending on the system chosen, the windows might be equipped with insulated glass or fixed storm panels. The viability of these options must be measured by the visual impact to the building as well as the cost benefit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>are generally in very poor condition. The copper is stained, damaged from</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>impact and missing in many places. The remaining wood is also water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>damaged, making the windows inoperable.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows: Upper;</td>
<td>Fixed and operable copper clad wood windows.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Large, arched copper clad, fixed wood windows.</td>
<td>The windows are an important element to the exterior appearance of the building. The original units that remain are not salvageable. Replacement units should match the existing design, layout and operation as closely as possible. While replicating the windows in copper clad wood would be the easiest means of maintaining the aesthetic effect, this approach would in all likelihood be cost prohibitive. Materials such as fiberglass, aluminum and vinyl clad wood with a high performance finish should be investigated to determine if an acceptable alternative to copper clad wood is available. Any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Doors: Photos 12, 13 and 14.

**Glass and aluminum doors; flush metal and wood doors.**

No

The existing modern aluminum doors replaced original glass and metal (probably copper) doors. These doors have been damaged, parts are missing and many are no longer operable.

The exterior doors, particularly at the round part of the building, should be removed and replaced with new doors to match the original door configuration.

### Roofs: Photos 12 and 13.

**Built-up roofing**

No

The original roofs were highly decorative, standing seam copper roofs. These were removed more than ten years ago.

The roof shape and design are important visual features of the building. Unfortunately, the original copper roofing was removed and replaced with the current, black built-up roofing system. This roof has started to fail, and is, in any case, inappropriate visually to the building. The existing roof should be carefully removed, leaving decorative copper pieces in place. If at all possible, a new copper roof should be installed. If it is not possible, for economic reasons, to install a new copper roof, alternative materials should be explored, the match as closely as possible the original color and configuration. Design of the new roof must take into account galvanic action that could corrode the new roof or the existing copper ornamentation.

### Copper Ornament: Photos 12, 13 and 14.

**There is extensive copper ornamentation, including pressed copper "sun faces" over the entry doors, sculptural decoration along the roof edges, and decorative copper at the cupola.**

Yes

The decorative copper varies in condition. Some is missing, some has been relatively severely damaged by the weather and some is in good condition.

Missing pieces should be replaced to match. All of the copper should be properly repaired, protected and restored by a metals conservator.

### Light Fixtures: Photos 12 and 13.

**Flood lights**

No

Utilitarian, modern wall fixtures.

There are no original lighting designs apparent from the original drawings. There is evidence of lighting under the exterior canopies which should be replaced and rewired. A new exterior lighting scheme appropriate to the building that meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards should be designed to provide necessary lighting levels for safety and aesthetics.
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#### Interior: Carousel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Orig</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walls: Photos 15 and 16.</td>
<td>Painted plaster, with some pillars and recessed panels. There is a pressed metal molding about 1/2 up the height of the wall.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Plaster is in fair condition; paint is peeling, there is a fair amount of water damage, including cracking and delamination. The cornice is in good condition.</td>
<td>Remove loose paint and damaged plaster; patch and repair plaster. Repaint per paint analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doors/Trim: Photo 15.</td>
<td>See exterior description.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Interior copper is in good condition, although much of it has been painted.</td>
<td>Replace doors (see exterior recommendation); remove paint and restore copper trim per recommendation of a metals conservator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows/Trim: Photos 15 and 16.</td>
<td>See exterior description.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The windows are in poor condition. Window trim, in general, is integral to the window frame.</td>
<td>See exterior recommendation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling: Photos 15 and 16.</td>
<td>Painted plaster and exposed steel roof trusses.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Plaster is in fair condition; paint is peeling, there is a fair amount of water damage, including cracking and delamination. Trusses are in good condition.</td>
<td>Remove loose paint and damaged plaster; patch and repair plaster. Repaint per paint analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None of the original lighting is still present.</td>
<td>The new lighting system should complement the existing building design as well as serve the new building functions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ARCADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exterior</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Orig</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limestone: Photos 17 and 18.</td>
<td>Decorative limestone columns flanking the entries at both ends of the arcade.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The limestone is in fair condition. There is some deterioration of detail due to exposure to rain and salt. Some individual pieces are missing, and others are cracked and chipped. There is also graffiti on some of the stone.</td>
<td>Clean the limestone as required. Patch damaged pieces with compatible material or replace with limestone if not possible to repair.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Windows: Photos 17 and 18. | Large, stepped copper clad wood windows at both ends of the arcade. | Varies | Due to water damage to the windows themselves and to the structure supporting the window system, many of the windows are damaged or missing. Some of the structure is in precarious condition. | These windows are an important element to the exterior appearance of the building. The original units that remain are not salvageable. Replacement units should match the existing design, layout and operation as closely as possible. While replicating the windows in copper clad wood would be the easiest means of maintaining the aesthetic effect, this approach would in all likelihood be cost prohibitive. Materials such as fiberglass, aluminum and vinyl clad wood with a high performance finish should be investigated to determine if an acceptable alternative to copper clad wood is available. Any alternative must be sympathetic to the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Orig.</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floor: Photo 21</td>
<td>Terrazzo, green/black field with four foot square red diamond pattern</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Poor. There is cracking throughout the space, some of it severe. Some of these cracks have been repaired with concrete. There has also been some unequal settling, causing dips in relatively large areas of the floor.</td>
<td>Clean the terrazzo. Severe staining may required poulticing. Remove concrete patching. Smaller cracks can be repaired with terrazzo material to match. Larger cracks and areas where the floor has settled may require the replacement of sections of terrazzo in order to provide an even surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walls: Photo 22</td>
<td>Painted plaster, with decorated pilasters, openings and cornice. There are a number of decorative metal grills.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Plaster is in fair to poor condition; paint is peeling, there is a fair amount of water damage, including cracking and delamination.</td>
<td>Remove loose paint and damaged plaster; patch and repair plaster. Repaint per paint analysis. Repair/restore any damaged decorative plaster to match the existing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doors/Trim: Photo 20, 21 and 22</td>
<td>See exterior description</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Interior copper is in poor condition or completely missing</td>
<td>Replace doors (see exterior recommendation); removed paint and restore copper trim.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Orig.</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doors: Photos 17 and 18</td>
<td>Wood doors and boarding</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Original doors are missing and have been replaced with boarding and plywood doors.</td>
<td>Once the structure has been repaired, new metal and glass doors should be installed to replicate the original design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof: Photo 19</td>
<td>Built-up roofing</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>The original copper roof was removed and replaced. The current roof leaks severely.</td>
<td>Remove existing roof and repair the existing decking. Install new standing seam metal roofing to match the original configuration and color as closely as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper Ornament: Photos 17 and 18</td>
<td>There is extensive copper ornamentation, including copper sculpture at the top of the window system at each end of the arcade.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The decorative copper varies in condition. Much is completely missing, some of the sculpture is missing pieces, some has been severely damaged by the weather and some is in good condition.</td>
<td>Missing pieces should be replaced to match. All of the copper should be properly repaired, protected and restored by a metals conservator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Fixtures: Photos 17 and 18</td>
<td>The four limestone columns are capped with copper lanterns.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Each of the fixtures is damaged and missing pieces. Some of the copper is severely damaged.</td>
<td>Missing pieces should be replaced to match. All of the copper should be properly repaired, protected and restored by a metals conservator. The lights should be rewired and repaired to be put back into working order.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Windows/Trim:  
Photo 20.  
See exterior description.  
Yes  
The windows are in poor condition. Window trim, in general, is integral to the window frame system.  
See exterior recommendation.

Ceiling:  
Photo 24.  
Steel trusses and exposed roof deck.  
Yes  
Roof trusses are in fair condition. There are a number of areas where the roof deck is damaged or missing. Some areas have been patched with plywood.  
Repair and repaint existing roof trusses based on paint analysis. Remove and replace entire roof deck. Appearance from the interior should match the existing.

Lighting:  
Photo 24.  
Large decorative metal medallions support hanging modern fixtures.  
Medallions are original; lighting is not.  
Medallions are in fair condition. Lighting is in poor condition.  
Replace existing lighting with fixtures that are more in keeping with the original design. Repair and repaint the existing medallions based on paint analysis.

Arena:
The existing Arena is in poor and unsafe condition and will need to be demolished (see the attached structural report). This section describes features that are in relatively good condition that can be removed prior to demolition, saved and reinstalled in the new structure to be built at this location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exterior Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Orig.</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bay Window: Photos 25 and 26.</td>
<td>Two large oriel bay windows.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Carefully remove bay window and structure. Reinforce structure for reinstallation. Repair/restore existing decorative copper. Windows may need to be replaced to match the existing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystones: Photos 25 and 27.</td>
<td>Decorative scroll limestone keystones over each arched window; six total</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Remove and store six keystones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medallions: Photos 25 and 27.</td>
<td>Decorative limestone shell medallions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Remove and store eight shell medallions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doorways: Photos 25 and 28.</td>
<td>Decorative limestone door frames.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Remove and store for reinstallation the two decorative limestone door frames that are in good condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornice: Photos 25, 26 and 27.</td>
<td>Decorative limestone cornice</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Remove and store for reinstallation the decorative limestone cornice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interior: There are no interior features that can be reused. Photo 29.
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Existing Condition Photographs
Asbury Park Power Plant and Casino

Photo 1: General view of Power Plant from the South.
Photo 18: South Entry to Arcade.

Photo 19: View of Casino/ Power Plant Complex and Roofs.
Photo 20: Interior of Arcade looking at South Entry.

Photo 21: Detail of floor in Arcade.
Photo 22: Interior Elevation in Arcade.

Photo 23: Storefront door detail.
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Photo 26: Arena Bay Window Detail

Photo 27: Arena Cornice Detail
Photo 2: General view of Power Plant.

Photo 3: Detail of East Elevation
Photo 4: Detail of brick and limestone. Note damaged and displaced limestone and areas of brick requiring repointing.

Photo 5: Detail of brick showing mortar condition and discoloration.
Photo 6: Detail showing graffiti and damage to paving at covered balcony.

Photo 7: Detail of limestone columns and balustrade at covered balcony.
Photo 12: Exterior of the Carousel

Photo 13: Exterior of Carousel